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Lightly about the serious.
Where the person undertook from?
From the come
awareness of self who was earlier the irresponsible ape.
Why atheists do not trust in "Afterlife"?
They are similar to those who believe that the medal has only one side.
Who is right – materialists or idealists?
Neither those, nor others: where can consciousness build a nest without matter? And is it possible

to test matter without consciousness!?
Why does time for happy life doesn't come?
Because somebody hours aren't watched, others have no watch, and all else are just waiting in

the wings.
What is most important in a person?
The ability to take aim – everything else lives aimlessly.
In what does the principal difficulty of mankind consist?
In absence of understanding of that, what it generally is necessary for.
What is through the looking glass?
Nothingness, which turns around to thou.

1. Fresh pranks

Why all are going to the zoo?
To admire by itself in development.

Why love to caress cats?
For lack of more worthy object.

Whether understands parrot own chatter?
Only partly, but he likes it, and he is not stopping soon.

What special quality of the real housewives are the best?
By their richness – like the bun.

Where to now sit thieves?
Everywhere.

Why beggars have such look of suffering?
They always consider that they are given a little.

There is "Manneken Pis" (A pissing boy) in Brussels. And what is at us?
We may piss anywhere.

How the spirit is strengthened not so bad?
By acquisition of boots with foot bindings.

What a stick is good in?
It is possible to force down with its help not only pears.

What do cornered people make?
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Japanese – Hara-kiri;
Russian – drunkenness;
American – business;
German – the order;
The Frenchman – champagne;
Englishman – soccer;
Chinese – a kite;
The Hindu – nirvana;
Jew – a sell.

Why the monkeys any more do not turn into people?
They had seen enough on them.

Why in the Russian language, almost all words are borrowed?
Apparently, Russians learned to speak later all.

Whether so really the person is perfect?
It is possible to learn it, having looked at a fly creeping on a ceiling.

Why do people trust the deceivers?
And why husband believes to wife?

Who occurs from a cow?
Exclusively good-natured persons, but in insufficient quantity.

What the bald head can be useful for?
For additional lighting of the space.

What is better to drink?
What into a throat flows and it is not being spillt.

How are combined boiling water and crayfish?
Just as boiling water and people, up to reddening.

What cheap cologne beats expensive perfume in?
It replaces vodka at an extreme.

For what pants are necessary?
To cover, inasmuch their opening does not make a contribution to science.

When women begin to get smarter?
Some – already after fifty.

Where did nudists undertake from?
From sin, that they do not hide.

From what a goose to a pig is not a comrade?
From the different feeding troughs.
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Whether will triumph of validity?
When the cancer shall start to whistle at mount.

How to become rich?
Initially make poor.

Is it good to be as the pensioner?
If thou survive – will find out?!

Why with fat rage?
Demons prefer excess to drawback.

When the person craves the most.
When he has no money.

Why in Asia pilaf is eaten with hands?
Spoon it is possible not to be in time.

What thinks the ram, looking at a new gate?
What it does not concern him.

Who is this tailor?
The man who is able to strip through the glance of every which wants to get dressed.

In what is dissimilarity of a pig and a person?
The person is capable to turn into a pig, and the pig – doesn't even try.

Why distribution of medals begins?
To distribute money there is no desire.

Whether devil confuses us?
Not devil, but jurists.

What can be extracted from slops?
Quite good pork gammon as a result.

What is the difference of traders and women?
Shopkeepers try to sell everything, except themselves, and women try to sell themselves for

the sake of everything else.

What does a vegetarian differ in?
Biased attitude to vegetables.

For what civilians grow moustaches?
For giving of themselves of military daring.

What does the playing sport harm to?
Strengthening muscles, it straightens the brain crinkles.
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What American Negros are close to the Russian people in?
Set free rather recently from bondage, both those, and others yet haven't managed to adapt

to will.

What will be with motorists soon?
They will disappear.

In what is the use of wrinkles on a physiognomy?
They allude to wisdom, which may completely absent.

What attracts delirium of the ill by?
It is possible to learn a lot of useful from it.

What is characteristic for any institution?

What is characteristic for any public office?
Loathsome spirit

In what a horseradish and a radish converge?
They are not wish to raise the degree of own sweetness.

In what case the flood is required?
When soul burns, and there is nothing to drink.

Whether it is possible to be clever and silly simultaneously?
It is possible, but uncomfortably. It will be unbroken glitch.

What distinguishes heaviness from burden?
The same, in what the kettlebell differs from hangover.

What is better – force or dexterity?
Better to use force dexterously.

How to overcome depression?
To blow in a whistle deafeningly.

Is it good to be rich?
Very good! But it is better to be carefree!

What was until us?
In general, it was the same.

Whether it is possible to get pleasure ceaselessly?
It is possible. But long it will not turn out.

How to overcome melancholy?
Work out by gymnastics.

Is it possible to be silent for seven years as Buddha?
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If you are able to write?

Is the fighter better than the soldier?
Certainly: because the form does not constrain him.

Can the computer replace the person?
No! Firstly, it cannot do nonsenses, and secondly, thou can throw out it, but it cannot

Why do we need military in peacetime?
To nest egg.

Is the world the crazy?
It isn't necessary to ascribe to the world the human properties.

How to get rid of insomnia?
In old age – nohow, in young age insomnia doesn't happen, at the intermediate age – walk

before going to bed.

Why had vice emerged?
For comparison.

Why horizon is slipping away?
It is ashamed of nude rotundities of Earth.

What are the reasons that people lose their teeth?
The people lose teeth on different reasons, but the main thing – they do not find them.

Whence undertake diseases?
From boredom of healthy life.

Whom to be better – by an animal or by the person?
It is quieter to be by a plant.

What is well? And what is bad?
Well when yet isn't worse, and it is bad when worse no place.

In what case a whip and a cake have equal value?
If they lie without use.

From what is it so bad with hangover?
From sense of an organism's protest.

Where does lady superior maiden?
In the dark.

In what cases is not necessary to be treated definitely?
At deaths door.

Whether there is a purpose in existence of blockheads?
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They are the transition stage to more developed mammals, nevertheless, further not leaving
these developed mammals.

Is it possible to die of laughter?
It is possible, but other methods are more preferable in terms of their organization.

2. Taunts

Why the madman does not remember himself?
He already bothered to himself.

How many progress lasts?
While everything will not crack. But it will renew as soon as collects the strength.

Whether there is life after death?
To die, it is necessary to be born. Means, after death it is necessary to await for the birth. And

so on.

What distinguishes the person from the apes?
Nothing but self-conceit.

Is the learning as the light?
If there is the window.

Whether it is possible grow to the academician?
More perspective grows in another direction.

How to become a scientist?
In no way! All of us are always only disciples.

Is it good to be a doctor?
Very bad! There are doubts in the correctness of the treatment of yourself.

Whether is science history?
Of course, no! Because in history happens to be by everyone.

Is it possible time to stop?
Not only. It can also jump.

Is there any intellect at the crocodile?
And this intellect is not bad, since the crocodile regaled itself by the person many times.

Why alive has arisen?
It has not arisen, and it was always because without it the dead would not be made out.

Is it possible the word without the matter?
During chatter you cannot satisfy your hunger.

Why are people envious?
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They always feel shortage for themselves of neighbour's goods.

What is different the patriot from the rest?
Others better.

Can the computer replace the person?
In any way not! First, it cannot do nonsenses, secondly, you can throw out it, and it of you – no.

Whether really labor created the person?
Vice versa.

Is it possible the arrival of universal harmony?
Not with your hands to play on the harmonium by all.

Can a frog become the person?
It became in the end.

Whether really the suffering ennobles the person?
If he managed to grow up to ability to suffer.

And what is this state – sleep?
Reminder that state and mind is not forever.

Why the present seems such fleeting?
Because of carelessness.

Is it possible to know the future?
Glance in the past or address any gypsy woman.

Can democracy be effective for the people?
It is effective only for rascals from the people.

What is required will for?
In order to all life to be engaged in a meaningless affair.

Why intelligentsia is multiplied only in Russia?
Russian always pitied the foolishes.

What does intelligentsia differ in?
It is helplessness.

Why is the Russian intelligentsia considered rotten?
It decomposes under any power.

Why the intellectuals are running away from Russia?
They are squeezed by intelligentsia.

What does not love intelligentsia?
To work.
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What is loved by intelligentsia&
It loves self and fruitless vigils.

Are bribes useful?
No! Not in the horse feed.

Why the people elect fools by deputies?
What is pop, such is the parish.

Whether fear is useful?
If only to cause fear in people expediently.

Is it true that the casting vote always has the majority?
Wrong. The casting vote always belongs to the insidious minority.

Coup is similar to rotation of pancake on a frying pan, but revolution – akin to falling of a
frying pan onto a leg.

Should we trust people?
Only after check.

What an official is good in, and in what he is bad?
He if and works, then shits inevitably.

How to get rid of bad habits?
To acquire new ones.

Where all diseases undertake from?
Because of failures of an organism without asking for anyone's permission.

What mister from comrade differs?
Mister much about himself understands, and comrade – nothing.

What is characteristic of old age?
By unreliability of preserved organics.

What will happen after the crisis?
Nothing, if it was the last.

Whether it is possible to grasp immensity?
Only in inadequate state.

What are equal rights?
This when for everything are accused right, and left are announced by the right for the same.

Is it possible to avoid inequalities?
It is impossible! But – equality: it is possible!
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Is it possible immortality?
If only death orders to live long.

How the term "consciousness" may be deciphered?
Consciousness is only knowledge together with though some considerations.

Why atheists do not trust in "Afterlife"?
They are similar to those who believe that the medal has only one side.

Could there be a shadow without light?
It is difficult to say – without light cannot see anything.

What a free person differs from the unauthorized in?
A free person sees in what he gets involved, and the unauthorized person is unaware of it.

What distinguishes need from passion?
On need go, and on passion – soar.

That it is better: to live quietly and long or to live frantically and widely?
The value has not longitude and latitude, but the degree of satisfaction.

How to build a communism?
The same as catch Sunny Bunny?

What distinguishes the person from a fly?
The fly is caught by a spider, and the person is caught by the creditor. Consequences are

identical.

What is conscience for the rich?
Charity.

How is our civilization living?
Goes there, without knowing where.

Whether it is worth thanking Bolsheviks for the made revolution?
Not worth it, but where from Bolsheviks to disappear?

German is better than Russian?
If only the pedants better than the slobs.

What is good in Chinaman?
His eternal employment.

Why Finns do not steal?
They left Russia in a timely manner.

Who is a toady?
In imperial Russia – the person in the hallway, in present Russia – on the contrary.
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Is it possible to explain everything?
It is possible. But it is not need. Do not come in handy.

Is there life on other planets?
And whither can hide from it?

Whether it is necessary to watch TV?
It is not need to accuse the device in everything!

Could there be Paradise on Earth?
Paradise is elsewhere.

Whether there was in the history at least one successful president?
So far not, but the people still hope, going on re-elections.

Why all spoil everything?
All good intentions lead to hell.

Why officials steal?
You are mistaken! They do not steal, and drop to treasury.

Who are now messrs?
As always – former slaves and footmen.

Who is right – materialists or idealists?
Neither those, nor others: where can consciousness build a nest without matter? And is it

possible to test matter without consciousness!?

Mankind – the herd?
If a goat is leading the herd of sheep, then who then is leading mankind?

Whether purely spiritual life is possible?
If to separate spirit from a body, then, alas, there comes death.

Why does time for happy life doesn't come?
Because somebody hours aren't watched, others have no watch, and all else are just waiting

in the wings.

What is the role of personality in history?
Personalities appear so seldom that the history in general doesn't suffer from them, but in

particular – very much even.

For what Internet appeared?
For the best coverage of the population and its subsequent self-destruction.

Than a policeman is different from a criminal?
One nonentity in the form pretends that it guards order, and another – uses this.

Why wolves howl, dogs whine, and people pray?
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The wolf has nobody to hope, and he cheers itself; a dog, whining, hopes for the master; and
Homo sapiens for some reason imagines that is not known who will help him.

Why the signature is sealed by the stamp?
Here affects atavism: always more reliable to something or someone to pin down.

What do Russians differ from remaining in?
They like to oppose to everything and everybody just so.

What is characteristic of reasonable persons?
They are not removed far from the level of mediocrity.

What it is necessary to be afraid the most of all?
Every should be afraid the most of all self.

What means to service?
To succumb to low-grade reasons.

What means to become?
To manage to manifest self in life at least once.

Where ultimately leads hypocrisy?
To loss of the true face.

Why old people are such sad?
From the loss of prospects.

What exist in consanguineous with indulgence?
Nobility.

Where the person does not look for benefits anyway?
In dreams and love.

What will occur if prisons collapse?
We will be sat on chain.

Why pessimists don't kill of themselves from the hopelessness which is visible by them?
Means, visibility is bad.

What the poor need a spoon for, if he has nothing to eat?
To entertain itself by an artistic knock on the bottom of the bowl.

Why the human nature is so disgusting?
It not so strongly differs from the nature of other living creatures which only and do that devours

each other.

In what case the person inevitably turns into pettiness?
Being in power.
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And still: truth triumphs in the world or evil?
Do not hesitate – it is true that the number of decently living people is growing, although, of

course, evil is manifested in the fact that the number of indecently living people is not decreasing.

What role in life is played by a case?
It mocks us.

What sense of the invention of such useless subject how a tie?
The tie shows the man as the more erectus, than he is actually.

Why deputies and ministers are deprived of a imprint of wisdom on a countenance?
Other imprints are important for them.

Why Gogol so sympathized to Acacius Akakiyevich Bashmachkin?
The last overcoat too has been thwarted once with cash-strapped Gogol.

Why people of the North are so boring and preposterous?
The terrain is such.

For what reason flowers are forced to die in a vase?
On the occasion of this or that holiday.

3. The explanatory dictionary.

Absurd.
Extreme form of dissatisfaction of the person with common sense.

Anarchy.
Unattainable order without chiefs, inasmuch everyone tries to become by boss.

Beauty.
It is what impossible take in any way.

Capitalism.
The same, as socialism – deception of working people under different sauce.

Comfort.
Cozy beastliness.

Consent.
Unreason regarding unanimity.

Disappearance.
Nonacceptance.

Doubt.
Resistance of certainty

Happiness.
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The anticipation of execution of treasured desire, which is coming to the end with execution.

Hatred.
Extreme manifestation of own weakness.

A human being.
The insignificant site of a hologram which during lifetime thinks hardly.

Idleness.
Loss goals.

Impatience.
Unreasonable aspiration to pass by the necessary queue waiting.

Fear.
Foreboding of severe blow.

Lust.
The same need, as at an amoeba in the case its division.

Life.
It is what cannot be under any laws, but happens.

Loneliness.
The black hole of distraction.

Luck.
Social resonance.

Mafia.
A bunch of capable villains which is effectively replacing all unable toilers.

Memory.
Natural selection of events.

Mockery.
An extreme form of admonition.

Motion.
Individual procedure with periodic breaks for the night and with a final break for an indefinite

term.

Myth.
Lie, but supposedly – into salvation.

Oppression.
Coercion of liberation.

Pain.
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The first and final warning.

The pettiness.
Boundless self-conceit.

Phobia.
Reaction to the unwonted.

Poetry.
Rhymed spasm of idealism.

Property.
The last of the truly necessary.

Prose.
Attempt to copy self.

Reason.
Mind on the surface.

The relationship.
The most important thing! Without them – neither to distinguish, nor to divide.

Sleep.
Daily reminder on death.

Success.
Short-term providing without visible continuation.

Talent.
The random gift, extremely seldom acquiring status of necessary.

The trifle.
Temporary roadside of the sphere of attention.

Understanding.
Refusal of one for the sake of another.

Witty.
Waste of time and mind.

4. The confused dictionary.

Allusion.
Woman in confused feelings.

Angloman.
The maniac with knowledge of English.
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Automatic machine.
The idler, gnawing sunflower seeds and spitting a peel into passers-by.

Boredom.
Nothing worthy.

The bosses.
Separation from masses.

Car.
The place from where you can observe pedestrians.

Chignon.
Soup with champignons.

Citizens.
The population which doesn't have any rights except the right to vote,

Collision.
Landing on the colossians

Comedy.
Hedgehog on a comb.

Configuration.
The curvaceous lady under stake.

Deficit.
Total absence of mind at the heads.

Degenerate.
Retired general.

Dominator.
Very first rogue.

Drama.
The lonely lady at a window.

Economics.
Method of division of people on idlers and the staff servicing them.

Emigration.
Delicate crossing of the border in the necessary party.

Indifference.
Suffocation of self.

Infinity.
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There everything is lost.

Inspiration.
Inhale for a moment.

Finance.
Housewives, singing romances.

Finish.
The full passage.
Fragment.
Intermediate finish.

Finiteness.
There everything happens.

Food reserve.
Do not perishable, but quickly plundered product.

Hologram.
Nude teasing completeness.

Ideology.
The idiotic idea for deception the population.

Illusion.
The lady at the age in dreams of a marriage.

Information.
The data, getting us.

Internet.
Virtual landing to a needle.

Mediocrity.
What allows to tighten of self.

Meloman.
Worker of a mel quarry.

Nonsense.
Unformed stuff.

Physiognomist.
Facial surgeon.

Pleasure.
Satisfaction from digestion.
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Polygon
The circle, subjected to pruning.

Portal.
Pointless exit in astral.

Prophet.
The man, which is able to force to listen to the own nonsenses.

Quarter.
Beer packing.

Russophobe.
Russian man with a foreign surname.

Savings.
Saving of what should be spent.

Smart ass.
Witted rascal.

Spouses.
Temporarily vacationers from loneliness.

Stacking.
The cemetery behind a hillock.

The stumbling block.
May be a roadside German or a cautious Jew.

Psychosis.
The superintendent of a psychiatric hospital.

Time.
The wandering life point.

Tragedy.
Camel for the thirtieth day without water.

Unicum.
Single excrement in the bushes.

University.
Congregation of believers in education.

5. Considerations

The person undertook from the come awareness of itself, who was earlier by the irresponsible
ape.
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Any person takes offense the most of all on the fair ridicule over him.

Questions aren't asked by the one who has understood senselessness of this pastime.

Look forward, and then look back because in the first place hope, and then vexed.

If really power is the main human value, then what distinguishes the monkey alpha male from
any powers that be?

Earlier the victim was given the last word before the death penalty because everybody would
like finally to listen to the one who has no more reason to lie.

Fools and politicians are most of all sure of themselves.

If to recognize that elite – the best of people, then it is necessary to agree that foam – the best
part of soup.

The state always resists to us because there are no other people for it.

Height causes fear because it offensively reveals insignificance of any person.

Everything rises in price, but doesn't become cheaper because the ascent is better than the fall.

The rich are capable to share with the poor only by bad diseases.

Assignment of the award means nailing of the laureate to the coveted pillar.

The genius differs from others in that he goes crazy with great success.

Most of all suffer from own nonsense.

The principal difficulty of mankind consists in absence of understanding of that, for what it
is necessary generally.

The most terrible torture is an incessant humiliation.

The work is similar to digging of a grave, and the labor – to its landfilling.

It is difficult without money to change good for pleasures.

The person aspires under a yoke because It isn't necessary under a yoke to burden himself in
searches.

"The hand" of market does not act without the head in any way, and even with it – unbearably
bad.?

The extreme liberalism leads to the transform everything into nothing.
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Surprise differs from indignation of the fact what a surprised person didn't manage to
understand yet that he had been deceived.

Permanently happy is only an idiot slobbering.

People are inclined to theft because the abiding irritation by third-party property can be
appeased only by transfer it into own asset.

The basis of so-called "ability to live" is unwillingness to identify own best qualities.

The person is a liar, inasmuch he believes that he only this way will be able to evade from
obvious damage.

The most characteristic feature of stinginess is the persist in dislike to the unreliable
surrounding.

If prisons suddenly collapse, then we will be sat on a chain.

People toil all life because they are trying unsuccessfully to focus.

The spirit most of all depletes consumption.

The person always wants everything were better for him, than he has, without special bases

The foundation to the correct policy of downsizing was "Procrustean bed"?

The genius is always wrong for his time!

Sense organs are necessary for the extraction of all available to them, out of nothing.

Life after all comes to an end, because everything, eventually, bothers.

Time stops for the dead person and for the sleeping person, but temporarily.

At a wedding everybody shouts "Bitterly" because guests know how it will end.

In order to a long way has become a close, you have to oversleep it.

Sympathy is manifested from hope for understanding.

Indifference appears from hopelessness.

The person exists for misconceptions, and the attempts the exiting from them.

It is necessary to work because otherwise it is impossible have a rest!

It is impossible to live without wars because is impossible to live without neighbors.
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There is no the good without evil because everyone bears malice, that outside goods do not
belong to him.

Silence is more considerable than the word just as the fish is more considerable than the fisher.

Exactly behind errors are being revealed new horizons.

Animals do not laugh because due to the lack of shortcomings they have no need to laugh over
themselves.

Stupidity of globalists consists that they are trying to rule the world.

Harm is good by aversion in relation to benefit.

The embarrassment is manifested on the threshold of sincerity.

Simplicity becomes great if it is clear to everyone.

Difference of ingenuity from genius consists in the scale of mystery which is extracted.
Everything else – secondary.

The set concerning the person is characteristic by the fact that it successfully hides the only
thing, which is necessary to him.

Force or weakness of the person consist in the most or least knowledge of self respectively.

It becomes joylessly or from constant opening self to everybody, or from concealment self
from all.

Appearance of thought of death means doubt in disposability of this event.

The intermittence is characteristic feature of immortality.

6. The perpendicular reasons

What is always not enough for any person?
Mind.

How to live more quietly?
Without special thought.

Why does dal so beckons?
It promises.

How to catch good luck?
Having been born on light from darkness, thou have already caught it!

From where the slyness undertakes?
From a lack of mind inevitably have to grab by deceit and dexterity.
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Where to aspire?
Open the horizon, and thou will see.

Why periodically that one, that another become extinct?
For various reasons; but it means, that we also will die out here.

Why so fond of fast driving?
Everything merges in one in it.

What feature attracts in a waterfall
Its impassive fall.

What laconicism hides from people, which can read?
Unneeded details for these people.

Is it possible to derive an equation of everything?
It is possible! But as a result would be gotten Nothing.

What does art differ from fantasy in?
If they are separated, then they turn respectively into handicraft and stupidity.

Why do we need writers?
For the same, that and – rescuers.

What does good differ from evil in?
By directivity: what for one – good, for another can be evil.

Why is antipathy emerged?
From automatic resistance initially to unobtrusive feeble efforts

What does a museum differ from shop in?
By view on things.

Why world is called white?
Shades differ on a white background better.

What does the chemistry differ from physics in?
Chemistry doesn't go further a reaction, but physics goes too far in own misunderstanding of

what is happening.

Why only people are capable to recognize themselves in a mirror?
Obviously, each person, unlike remaining living beings, knows in advance about self.

What does satiety is different from platitude in?
Satiety passes, and platitude – no.

Why does a struggle of opposites continue all the time?
Because there will be no time if they converge.
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Whether there can be space without things?
And whether the bottle without filling is necessary?

Whether there is time which is irrespective of the person?
Of course, no! No one else can count off time without the person.

Motion and time coincide or not?
Go to the cinema – and thou will see motion on the screen within the time, specified on the

ticket.

Why came into being taboo?
And why appeared the fence?

Where is the world coming to!?
Where follows!

Who rules the world?
Our presence.

What is the "thing in itself"?
Thing, which has not reached yet, but there is hope that will come.

How is spending time better?
Time is not being spent – time is being led away.

Why the lie is more pleasant than the truth?
And why treacle is more pleasant than mixture?

How to get out of the position without loss?
As a woman in labor! She loses and right there finds.

Whether there will be an end to Everything?
Surely! But everything will be started anew.

What is it – to be famous?
Better not to be!

How to set goals?
Within striking distance.

How lived without equipment and machines earlier?
More useful to! Everyone worked on himself, but not with machines.

What is the woman differed from the man in?
By all! Otherwise she wouldn't be a woman.

Whether the person can become the free?
He is already free, but very afraid of this.
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How low may fall?
It depends on the height at which climbed.

Why Christ said: "Thou shalt not kill"?
He knew the senselessness of this procedure – all the same after death will follow the

resurrection.

Why stars are necessary?
For height.

What is more important: the collective or the individual?
It's the same thing, only temporarily divided.

Is money evil?
No. Money – the equivalent of goods.

Whether it is necessary to repent?
Just in front of self.

What is the difference of religion from faith?
Religion binds, and faith dazzles.

Why love music?
Love not music, but selves in its waves.

What is the world?
A movie! Only you are in it and a projector, and a director, and spectator, and actor at the

same time.

What differs clever from wise?
Clever thinks of himself first of all, and wise – in the second.

Stupidity and ignorance coincide or no?
Not on your nelly: the ignorant is still able to see the light, but a fool is capable only to blink.

What is most important in a person?
The ability to take aim – everything else lives aimlessly.

How to find your destiny?
It will find you self.

How to survive the hard times?
Nohow. If you came to them – so to you and it is necessary.

Could the stone to think and feel?
If to reformat of it. But better let to itself lie.

Why the world cannot stay?
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Stop the movie – and you will not see continuation.

What is love in a general sense of this concept?
The thrust.

Optimism – the brother to talent?
No. It – the brother to diligence.

How to prolong youth?
To shorten old age.

What is more important: the result or the process?
It is foolish to put a chicken in front of the egg, and vice versa.

Whether the person will disappear, as such?
How will disappear, so and will appear.

Who is an agnostic?
It is that, who carries idea of God in the bosom, trying not to let out it outside.

What is characteristic of the living world?
Mutual devouring.

Which is better – idleness and labor?
Each is better when the other becomes boring.

In what climate it is better to live?
In the natural.

Whether it is necessary to go to elections?
The choice is always, especially in the presence.

Whether belief is in omens the prejudice?
There is nothing reprehensible in drawing attention to the conspicuous.

Why do people still go to the theatre?
They want to make sure personally in the existence of third-party life.

What is different "outside" and "inside"?
Everything depends on position of the observer.

What are now times?
Exactly such, which we brought ourselves, but not someone another.

Whether really it is easier to live for the optimist?
It would be easier – he didn't turn into the pessimist over time.

Whether really, that the internationalists is more preferable than racists?
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It is unlikely! The first try to lime everybody for the sake of the idea, the second – for the
sake of breed.

What opportunity differs from actuality in?
Opportunity is more pleasant, but it is impossible to overstay in it.

Why so love songs?
It is more preferable sinking in them, than in the lake.

Why the world is infested with parasites?
Apparently, it is checked for survivability.

Is moving time actually?
Include a projector with the film, and on the screen too everything will move.

What feature distinguishes mind?
Mind is pragmatic, and is restricted by this.

Than wisdom is characteristic?
Wisdom is unselfish and thereby it is reckless.

How can you visualize the infinity?
Look into the distance and along of the railway gauge.

What is through the looking glass?
Nothingness, which turns around to thou.

What useful is in the collection of taxes, except filling of the budget?
It automatically brings crowd into civil state.

What door always remains open?
Heaven.

What divides people?
Directionality of consciousness.

Whether there is ideal?
Seeming by it, appears in actual fact more or less as rough matter.

What is characteristic of a volunteer?
He does not sacrifice by other.

Can a state be humane?
Function isn't humanized.

Is it possible to be impartial?
Partiality does not obey to reason.

What does taste differ from smack in?
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Smack is looked for, and the taste has.

The world is a theater?
If that were the case?! The world for the majority is a lottery.

In what the true tragedy and the present comedy converge?
By utter devastation of the viewer.

Why paroxysm of laughter causes tears?
Because of transition of absurdity of an event into instinctive horror from inevitability of this

absurd.

In what case flexibility and grace coincide?
It happens in the ballet.

What is there criticism for?
For debugging.

Can the person not be curtained?
Like a scene, any opening requires initial concealment.

What does a being by the person?
Self-consciousness.

What is the main flaw of the human being?
Groundless fear to disappear.

What stands behind death?
Single consciousness.

For what death is necessary?
For updating.

Does individuality remain after death?
Certainly, but only in combination with former manifestations.

Are there things outside of the person in the form in which he perceives them?
Of course, no, so how each species of beings perceives everything in own way.

What is Everything?
The separated and manifested Nothingness.

What divides and unites Everything and Nothingness?
The projection of Nothingness in the form of broken infinity.

What is characteristic of the broken infinity?
Coincidence of the entire with each its part (hologram).

How Nothingness is manifested?
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Expressing self through the finite.

What is typical for the finite?
Durations which is alternated through a pause, or time.

When is the current time, as well as space, things and motion (beingness) manifested?
At the instants of combining of copies of the active and passive components of infinity

(Nothingness).

What is the principal characteristic of any finite?
Updating.

What is a basis of the current time?
Information.

What represents the current time?
Combination of time of each living being (his present, or "now") and general (universal) time.

What represents the general time?
The active, as single-multiple, forms the general time (as if external time for any living being),

derivative which are all material objects, in the environment which single consciousness is able to
exist and develop in the form of the individual consciousnesses making it.

What means the present time ("now") for any living being?
Each individual consciousness in the framework of external time in the manner of living beings

forms its present time ("now"), and thereby – own surroundings through the sensations of own body
which are being reprocessed by the relevant centers, in particular, in the person, into things, feelings,
images, thoughts, making his entourage in the form of already not purely waveform, but largely
corpuscular formations.

How is the active component of infinity (Nothingness) manifested in beingness?
In the form of living beings in whom consciousness (active) for the period of their existence is

integrated with copies of thingness components of infinity.

What is mechanism of exit of infinite (Nothingness) in existence?
Infinite active (consciousness) interacts with endless passive (things) through their own finite

copies.

What interaction of finite copies of the active and the passive is required for?
For ensuring infinite development and expression of the active (consciousness) through

beingness which is derivative of a holographic projection of infinity.

Whether there are a beginning and the end of Creation?
Creation is equal to zero integrally and therefore doesn't need a creator; it had no the beginning

and there will be no end.

What constitutes each thing (phenomenon) in beingness?
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It is the information copy of potentially thingness components of infinity which in the form
of more or less dense matter is manifested only through consciousness thanks to its form-building
abilities and the sense organs of the carrier of consciousness.

Are there any things by themselves, i.e. without the support of them by consciousness?
There can be outside consciousness (the active) nothing because information, as such, arises in

the form of set of certain data only in consciousness, but it does not arise by itself and it does not
exist separately from consciousness.

Time is a subjective or objective for the person?
Initially time as an information process, that is performed by the living being (set of beings),

has subjective character, which becomes objective, in particular, for the person only in the course of
perception by his consciousness of environmental.

In what components of Creation is absent motion?
Motion is absent in infinity (Nothingness) owing to absence of time there. It is absent also

in a holographic projection of infinity: consciousness "acts" in this projection, forming duration of
each finite formation by updating of each previous copy of a thing through a pause in irreversible
sequence, and each updated copy has no motion – it is just replaced. In what components of Creation
is absent motion?

Where undertakes motion from?
Motion and change of things in beingness, which is derivative holographic projection, are

the result of interaction of finite copies the active and the passive in the form of consecutive and
irreversible coupling of the discrete information packages which receive the processing centers of the
living being by means of its sense organs, that manifests the current time, space and moving things.

What is the mechanism of formation of the current time together with space and the moving
things?

The delay on processing of each package in individual consciousness means perception by
individual consciousness of discrete sequence of packages of information, as ongoing process – in the
form of the current time, – in which contents of packages are reflected in the moving and changing
objects. This process is similar to scrolling of the movie with motionless shots that creates quite life
situations on the screen.

What is the essence of consciousness?
Consciousness (the active) doesn't exist on its own and can't be manifested out of the world,

out of time, inasmuch this free, dynamic, thinking, solving, communicating, creative and developing
formation without things has nothing to apply the forces and numerous abilities, there is no place
to realize them.

Why things cannot exist outside consciousness?
Things are dissolved in infinite (out of time) from which only consciousness is capable "to

extract" them in the form of information copies through its own carrier.

What, in essence, is information?
Information is a binding link between the passive, "dissolved" in infinity, and the active

(consciousness), constituting the basis of a "torn" projection of infinity.
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How information penetrates into consciousness of living beings?
Information arises in consciousness thanks to form-building abilities of single consciousness

and – means which are available for the carrier of individual consciousness – the sense organs and
the processing centers.

On what basis is produced recognition of things by consciousness?
The identification is performed automatically thanks to the inextricable link of each individual

consciousness, as the part of the hologram, and single consciousness in a set of own particles, in
which there are appropriate programs containing known and necessary samples, similar to groups of
consciousnesses on their level of development as well as each individual consciousness out of these
groups.

Where does each living being turn out in the course of this process?
The living being in this case is situated as though inside the changing picture, formed by

his consciousness, like a personage of a computer game, but with that difference, that the living
being "produces" self the "game". In other words, the current irreversible present time, its "now" is
manifested for each living being. This "now," in turn, exists in the frameworks of the external time,
formed by single consciousness.

What is each thing initially?
The moving and changing things in beingness initially "are extracted" by the living being by

the means which are available for it from infinity in the form of the motionless information copies
updated and united every moment by consciousness of each living being.

Why the current time is irreversible (asymmetrically)?
So far as the current time is the information process, in so far as asymmetry of the "selection"

by consciousness of information from "environment", or receiving by consciousness of information
without loss of substance and/or energy by a source of information is explained by unilateral scanning
surroundings by consciousness via own carrier, in the course of which consciousness as if looks
through the objects of scanning without their change thanks to only to read operation and copying of
those data about them, which consciousness is capable to decipher.

What explains the fact that every phenomenon has a cause (causality of beingness)?
Copying of things at each updating of a holographic projection is carried out consistently on

the basis of what is available, but with high frequency. Therefore changes of copies of things in each
impulse are insignificant and tied to the previous forms. As a result, in each individual consciousness
the high-frequency update is reflected not by the chaotic, but the ordered processes of change of
beingness, surrounding it, with compliance of the principle of causality.

Where does each living being get?
Each living being, being in the stream of the current time which is objectively perceived by it,

nevertheless, remains always in same "point" of the present ("now"), which is renewed every moment,
imperceptible for it.

What is the main characteristic of all living things?
These are sensations, without which there is no food not only for reflections, but also there

is no life.

How is the changing picture of the world formed?
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The world picture for any consciousness is formed not by sensations and not by thinking, though
they are means, but this picture in general is a product of processing of arriving information in the
person, similar to what occurs in the computer.

What is the essence of beingness?
Beingness which is presented to us as such reliable, real, vast, corresponding certain laws,

containing macro– and microcosm, elementary particles and radiations, galaxies and the living
beings, in the basis has no more than information, more precisely, – the high-frequency holographic
formations bearing information. They are equal to zero integrally each position of updating owing
to manifestation of each wave-like formation jointly with the same formation in antiphase. Such
balance of a holographic projection corresponds to timeless infinity, which is nothingness, becoming
by everything only through own projection in time.

What is the essence of Creations?
The dual system of Creation is steady in the functioning and manifestation, which excludes non-

existence due to interaction between the infinite and the finite. This system not only has no propulsor,
but it formally is nothingness, making zero in total in any position. Therefore, it is nothing to fall
apart it need not begin and end.

What is the role of opposites of the dual system of Creation?
Creation, being everything and nothingness, comprises contrasts and denies itself, inasmuch in

the person of the active constantly strives for novelty, destroying previous in itself and manifesting in
this liberty of consciousness (the active). But everything, that passed, doesn't disappear completely,
and it is kept in memory of consciousness (the active).

What is the main difference between the person and other living beings?
The human consciousness is capable to separate itself from reality and to interact with it already

on this new basis – a basis of own self-consciousness, purposefully using memory, cognitive abilities,
speech, various kinds of communication, imagination, experimental data, and all this – against the
background of emotion, but not by means of only the software or instinctive and reflex actions

What is the person?
The person – the most perfect, the only and finished representative of Creation in general

because he in the holographic basis combines the simplest frequency spectrum of things, the complex
frequency spectrum the living, capable to sense and reproduce self in beingness, and the most difficult
spectrum of the living beings, who is conscious of themselves as separate from the surrounding, i.e.
understanding in a varying degree what they are themselves, and what is the environment, and seeking
to expand this understanding.

Hundred millions years of emergence and disappearance of world civilizations.
Over the last two centuries many items and written evidence has been accumulated in various

museums, foundations and private collections. It is impossible to identify them from the point of
view of belonging to this or that period of our civilization. The age of separate artifacts which rather
precisely can be determined by a place of their bedding in the earth's layer of crust, reaches hundred
millions years. Besides, some megalithic structures have preserved. They appeared, on a number of
measuring estimates, 12 thousand and more years ago. The account of these years goes on millions
and tens of millions years. No one knows who built high-tech tunnels that also have preserved.

At the same time the beginning of our civilization relates to the period of the Sumerian state,
which dates back to the fourth millennium BC.
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Thus, life time of our civilization makes about 6 millennia.
Existing scientific approach believes that our civilization is sole and that it has arisen as a result

of the emergence about 200 thousand years ago on Earth of the first person due to the evolution of
primates. According to the biological theory of evolution the primates themselves have emerged as
a result of the evolution of live cell. This orderly theory, however, is based, as researchers admit,
on a riddle of emergence of a genome on Earth which, owing to the most complex structure, could
not self-assembled for any imaginable time. Lack of evidence about the cause of sudden onset of
consciousness in one of the branches of primates is the second riddle for evolutionists. Researchers
cannot still find a transition link from ape to human and explain why, for example, chimpanzees
remained by monkeys and did not pass into the person for millions flowed past years.

It turns out that the evolutionary theory is only a convenient hypothesis which tries to explain
emergence of live organisms at first, and then beings possessing consciousness on a planet in the
simplified way.

It is necessary to recognize nevertheless that within the traditional research approach based on
repeatability of results of experiments, it is hardly possible to explain these riddles.

But science is not able to give up "itself" and so far as this approach dominates as far as it can
transform without the slightest grounds the hypotheses into theories, ignore the facts which contradict
to this approach. It is one of the main reasons according to which the great philosopher Schopenhauer
is sceptically concerned to science, considering it is close to the attempts to systematize things, and
in the first place by value in the life of the mankind he put the inventiveness.

We will note in turn that a current technological level, comfort level, more shortly, everything
in what we live and what we use – from a wheel and the house up to the vacuum cleaner and the
rocket – thought up inventors who were not suffering by a lack of imagination and often had a vague
idea about the laws of physics and chemistry.

And only then, scientists have looked for explanation by all invented, for example, why the
wheel can roll, why fire burns.

But we will not belittle very strongly science: it too made the considerable contribution to
development of civilization. However the most paradoxical is that it involuntarily has led this progress
to the final point, having created informational collapse in functioning of the complex system of a
civilization and, thereby, science actually killed civilization. Our civilization will disintegrate soon
and just practically completely will disappear, like civilizations, which were on Earth up to it.

The fact that these civilizations have existed, whatever spoke, is obvious. And the level of
technological development of these civilizations, according to finds given below, was often above by
our civilization.

The Bible, Plato, myths and legends of many peoples of the world have kept the memory of
the "antediluvian civilization" to be existed comparatively recently. It was lost approximately at a
boundary of the tenth millennium BC. And it not millions years and therefore from it, in addition
legends, remained not in time yet to disappear some hi-tech constructions the most known of which
are pyramids and tunnels. Pyramids have preserved on land and under water. Numerous underground
tunnels have also preserved. Erection of similar constructions presents even today considerable
or even insuperable difficulties, but scientists, against all evidence, still describe in textbooks as
thousands of slaves "dragged" stone blocks in hundreds tons and "hewed" them with the nano-
precision in the third millennium B.C. in Egypt.

Below we will give the most apparent evidences about the finds, which cannot be attributed to
our civilization, and in which it is difficult to recognize as fakes, but we will refuse from precise dating.
This refusal is caused, in particular, by that the existence of the Carboniferous Period (290 – 360
million years ago) is disproved by the abiogenous hypothesis of formation of the coal, described in the
monograph "Unknown Hydrogenium" (S. Digonsky and V. Teng), that means loss of this period out
of geochronology. Hypothesis about Earth expansion, made in 1889 by Roberto Matovani (1889. R.
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Matovani "Les fractures de l'écorce terrestre et la théorie de Laplace", Bull. Soc. Sc. Et Arts Réunion:
41-53) casts doubt on the existence of the Earth for 4.5 billion years and the emergence of flora and
fauna similar to the modern as well as creating other conditions approaching to modern, in particular,
gravity, climate, etc., about billion years ago. According to the hypothesis of expansion of Earth it
could occur only about 250 million years ago. Both hypotheses are disputable, however they casts
doubt, respectively, and the settled theory of biogenic origin of coal and the theory of plate tectonics.

Absolute accuracy of dating is not important for us within this work even more so that the error
of applied techniques of dating is enough large. The very fact of the appearance and disappearance of
earlier civilizations on Earth at different times and impossibility of an explanation of their emergence
in line with the biological theory of evolution is important for us.

In particular, the fact of the existence of "antediluvian" civilization which vanished about
the tenth millennium BC, which cannot be refuted, only demonstrates coexistence, apparently, tens
of thousands of years of this from nowhere highly technologically advanced civilization together
with Cro-Magnons and Neanderthals but this fact does not indicate that the ancestors of the people
"antediluvian" civilization were terrestrial primates.

Nevertheless, we will provide still some evidence on existence on Earth of earlier civilizations,
including millions years ago, referring dating of various types of deposits bearing in mind the artifacts
found in them. In addition, we will present materials on a number of artificial constructions found on
Earth whose age in tens, hundreds, thousands times exceeds one thousand years.

As one of the consequences of the presented materials we may note demonstration by these
materials of people which are similar of modern people. Technologies of early civilizations were
enough close to the modern, bearing in mind items found. And all these events took place a lot of
millions of years ago! At that scientists are evaded from explanations of the found artifacts, many
facts and finds were hidden or ignored.

Illustrations
It is possible to give the civilizations which have constructed pyramids during various temporary

periods as an example of technological civilizations.
In particular, more than 10 thousand years ago when the present civilization did not arise yet,

was constructed hi-tech constructions in the form of a pyramid. It is under water in Japan. It is, so-
called, Yonaguni's pyramid.
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Source: dopotopa.com

Traces of antediluvian war with use of the nuclear weapon were found recently in Africa.
Careful studying by group of the French experts of several tens large funnels on planet surface which
are considered as traces from blows of meteorites, showed that they could be formed and as a result
of nuclear detonations. The age of the majority of funnels is estimated at 25 thousand years. The
deepest crater is in South Africa. According to researchers, it was formed from a nuclear attack with
power more than 500 thousand tons in trotyl equivalent (power of the bomb dumped to Hiroshima,
is estimated at 20 thousand tons).

Source: nespat.com comment_13508877402

The most ancient tunnels, which age it is estimated almost at one million years, are found
in 1965 by the Argentina ethnologist Juan Moritz. In Ecuador, Morona-Santiago's province, his
expedition surveyed and plotted system of tunnels, mostly rectangular section, lying at a depth 230
meters. Their smooth walls seem polished. Air channels with a diameter about 70 centimeters meet in
them. These mysterious underground constructions last on hundreds kilometers diversely, including
towards the Pacific Ocean. The majority of them still remain unexplored.

Source: dopotopa.com

The age of the three-layer map on the stone plate found in the Urals, makes 120 million years.
South Ural is presented on it, however a land relief partially differed from the modern.
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Mountains, the rivers, and the Ufa canyon which already is not present now are plotted.
Moreover, there are images of dams, channels and dykes. By the way, if to trust to this card, the bed
of the river Bélaya has a artificial origin.

Source: dopotopa.com

As an example of the civilizations close to equilibrium (Nizovtsev Y. M. Communes as a
result of crash of all civilization. Chapter 3. 2016. [Electronic resource]. Access mode: ASIN:
B01M22R9ZD, Amazon. Yury Nizovtsev), possessing high culture, judging by the discovered
artifacts, not related to primitive communities known type, it is possible to give the civilizations, age
which makes tens of millions years.

In particular, so-called Ika's stones confirm it. They were found in the late eighties the XX-
th century in South America, in the republic of Peru. Mysterious drawings on stones puzzled
archaeologists. The scenes presented on these stones reveal the life of an unknown civilization. People
fly on mechanical birds, hunt on dinosaurs, use ancient reptiles as pets, watch stars in a telescope
and do the transplantation of internal organs, including the heart and brain. The stones got its name
in honor of the small town Ika, situated just close to the Nazca desert. Researchers have revealed
regularity in system of drawings on stones. All images are grouped in a series from 6 to 200 stones
forming some kind of stone library.
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Source: sekreti-mira.ru

The ordinary hammer is the subject confirming possibility of existence of civilizations, not
having high technologies, but possessing household items, other than household items of the primitive
person. It literally grew into limestone with age about 140 million years, and it is stored together
with a piece of rock. Studies conducted by various scientific institutions, including the well-known
Battelevsky laboratory (USA), showed the following.

Wooden handle of the hammer has petrified outside. The handle inside turned into coal. Then
its age is estimated: millions years too. Specialists of Metallurgical Institute in Columbus (Ohio) were
amazed with chemical composition of the hammer: iron – 96.6%, chlorine – 2.6%, sulfur – 0.74%.
Other impurities could not be detected. Such pure iron has not been received in the history of the
earth metallurgy.

Quality of iron even by the modern measures is exclusively high. But that is the kind of detail:
iron of "the Texas hammer" does not rust! When a piece of rock with the ingrown tool has been
chipped from the rock in 1934, the metal in one place was badly scratched. No signs of corrosion
appeared on the scratch for last more than sixty years… According to estimates of Drake Buff, the
director of the Museum of Fossil Antiquities in which this hammer is being stored, the find comes
from early Cretaceous – from 140 to 65 million years ago.

Sources: www.factor-online.com

http://www.factor-online.com
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Source: dopotopa.com

About 100 years ago the part of a petrified sole of a shoe was found in the USA. It was in
rock, whose age over 213 million years. Under a magnifying lens it is possible to make out drawing
of stitches. The single known photo was published in the New-York newspaper in 1922.

The microscopic analysis which has been carried out by the expert from Rockefeller institute,
showed that owing to the complex bends and curls of the thread used at an insertion, it is possible
to say that it there was a fossil man-made subject.
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Source: M. Baigent, Ancient Traces: Mysteries in Ancient and Early History.
Eksmo. Moscow, 2004. ISBN 5-699-04989-4. Page 16.

Traces of bare feet similar to traces of the person, were found in 1835 after the heavy pouring
rains near of Carson in the State of Nevada (USA). They were being printed in Triassic sandstones
with the age from 213 to 248 million years. Footprints of humans or human-like creatures were also
found in Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany, Spain, Georgia, China, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Tanzania,
South Africa, Australia and several other countries.

Source: dopotopa.com

Certainly, the last artifacts can be reflection of activity of technological civilizations at early
stages of development (primitive-communal system), but, similarly, they can be and by confirmation
of existence of the civilizations which formed on ruins of technological civilizations both have
partially kept remnants of technologies and some bases of culture of these civilizations.

The main thing is a fact of existence during the particular periods throughout hundred millions
years on a planet of reasonable civilizations from communities of the same people, as well as we.

It is possible to get acquainted with much more extensive collection of different artifacts in
my book: Nizovtsev Yu. M. Our true life is endless. Chapter 6. 2016. [Electronic resource]. Access
mode: ASIN: B01M1OJ041, Amazon. Yury Nizovtsev.

Part III. Secrets

1. Where Homo sapiens among unreasonable and brainless undertook from?
If summarized the explanation of Darwin's evolutionary theory supporters of the conversion

of reflex operating primates into conscious operating person, it is as follows.
They point out that any higher animals did not have the ability to conceptual thinking, i.e. to

the formation of abstract representations about subjects, which summarizes the basic properties of
concrete things. The process of thinking for animals if it is possible to speak about that, is always
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concrete, the process of thinking for a person can be the abstract, generalizing, conceptual, logical.
Thanks to ability to conceptual thinking, the person understands that he does, and understands the
world. The second main difference is that the person possesses the speech. Animals can have very
developed system of communication by transmitted signals but only the person has the second signal
system – communication through words. It is supposed in natural sciences that the speech came from
the sounds uttered during the work which then became common in the course of joint work. In the
same way a mind could occur in the process of social labor gradually.

Evolutionists believe that Darwin's theory has received genetic confirmation in the XX century,
since from all the animals the chimpanzee genome upon the genetic apparatus is the closest to human.
This genome is identical to the person genome on 99%.

We note with his hand, that, as it is paradoxical, but both arguments of evolutionists: labor
created the person; the person is genetically almost indistinguishable from chimpanzees, actually lead
to the opposite conclusion.

Themselves biologists say that the animal's behavior represents one of forms of functioning
of its organism. The structure of the organism determines the needs of animals and their behavior
programs. Any animal is born as a being endowed by the set of instincts. Instincts provide its
adaptability to environmental conditions and limit individual variations of the behavior.

The situation is different with a human. All people which have lived on Earth the last 35 – 40
thousand years belong to the same type (Homo sapiens).

Thus, for years of change of organisms from the simplest to the primates the reflex system of
their reaction to influence of the environment remained actually the same. In other words, programs
of their actions are similar each other.

And suddenly, for slight term, in a result of rather short-term influence of external conditions,
some species of primates acquired consciousness and self-consciousness, while others have remained
by monkeys. And we do not know what out of these monkeys "worked" more. Now the theory of
Darwin is recognized, at least, disputable just because to explain how the monkey evolved into the
person from a position of modern science is not possible.

Obviously, for the emergence of consciousness in primates had to be occurred certain
fundamental internal changes which were not for all time of existence of organisms on the planet.
What are these changes, if the person by its appearance, the structure of organs and even the structure
of a genome is very close to a chimpanzee?

It is possible to state the following: only change of the carrier-genome, programmed to the
reflex "unconscious" activity on the carrier-genome programmed on conscious activity, can be as
such internal change, in which a living creature is able to separate of itself from the environment,
aware of itself as separate that means the emergence of self-consciousness.

Therefore, the transformation of the most perfect primate – it could be a chimpanzee or even
more perfect primate – in the human prototype is possible only as a result of similar program change.
Apparently, under this new program was remodeled the chimpanzee genome or the genome of a
similar monkey. It is known that this genome coincides with a genome of the person on 99 %. This
circumstance simply facilitates case technically.

One of hypotheses believes that the closest human ancestor was a monkey lagoon from Ethiopia.
She had less indumentum, she swam well. A significant part of the day she was walking vertically.
She had "lowered larynx", the appearance of which, apparently, she is obliged to the semi-aquatic
lifestyle. The important thing is that the similar larynx gives the chance to control respiration and,
as a result, lets ability to speak.

After similar reorganization the symbiosis of the resulting creature and individual consciousness
– another, higher level than the level of the animal consciousness, becomes possible. This procedure
also enables to evince the renewed consciousness, characterized by self-consciousness, by this being.
Everything else: the ability to work together with the tribe, connected speech, creative thinking,
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etc. are being produced as a consequence during certain and relatively not very long term, fixing
symbiosis of renewed consciousness and the body, thereby producing intellect. That's why so suddenly
the human appeared. Also becomes clear why the connecting link from primates to humans has not
been found so far. All the others – approximately the same primates who have not been touched by
specified transformation, remained in its former animal quality. Although, in fact, conditions of their
existence a little than differed from existence of the initial "candidate" for the person.

Thus, we can say that a being, which is capable only for unconscious actions, has one program,
but a conscious being (having self-consciousness) has another program – more complex: this program
enables to the living being quickly to be reconstructed, it enables to train itself, to project the actions
on the future, it allows to process the results for the subsequent adjustment, using already saved up
memory from a much bigger database, than at primates.

In other words, the new program allows the being to look at itself from the outside, i.e. to
separate of itself from the environment, to which it was previously forced only to adapt. Thereby this
new being gains additional feature – purposefully to change the environment, and along with that to
change of itself consciously.

That is in order to get a new quality, it is necessary to change the program, just as it is done for
computers. It is no secret, if a computer with the "old" program will be placed in the most favorable
conditions, it will receive supplementary equipment, etc., then anyway in a new way the computer
will not work.

Based on the above, we will give own views on possible options of unexpected occurrence of
"Homo sapiens" several tens of thousands years ago.

One embodiment of the occurrence of people, who have "received" self-consciousness thanks
to reorganization of a genome under a more complex program at the most suitable species of primates,
has already been described above. Apparently, this new type has been expressed in the Cro-Magnon
eventually.

Fact unusually rapid restructuring of the genome, contradicting rates of evolutionary
development, stated by evolutionists, is confirmed by geneticists who used computer overlay of a
genome map of a chimpanzee on a genome map of the person that allowed them to allocate three
categories of so called DNA-duplications – that are available in a genome of the person, but are
absent in a genome of a chimpanzee, that are available in a genome of a chimpanzee, but are absent
in a genome of the person, and that are available in a genome of both types. DNA-duplication is one
of forms of a mutation at which the site of a chromosome is doubled. In this case DNA segments
having length of at least 20 thousand of the nucleotide couples were considered. It appeared that
about one third of DNA-duplications identified in a human, are absent at a chimpanzee. Geneticists
were pretty surprised by this figure because it indicates a very high frequency of mutations in the
short – by evolutionary standards – period of time. This work was carried out by an international
consortium of scientists. It consisted of 67 scientists from 23 research institutions of 5 countries – the
U.S., Israel, Spain, Italy and Germany. Geneticists of the Harvard University and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in Boston coordinated the work. And blood for DNA analysis gave a young
male chimpanzee named Clint (Clint), inhabitant of aviary of the National Centre for the Study of
primates in Atlanta, Georgia. (See, eg ., Dw.de> genome comparison … and … it … human).

Around the time when the first reasonable people were still in a semi-wild state, in parallel
with them, according to the description in Plato's "Critias" functioned quite technologically advanced
civilization, which he called Atlantis. Apparently, the Bible gives mention about this civilization
too. The Bible indicates that Atlantis have been washed away by flood. Most likely, the high-tech
structures – the pyramids – in some places of Earth on land and under water were preserved from
this civilization.

Above we have shown that the emergence and existence of these civilizations which operated
before the transformation of primates into people can be explained only by a kind of transfer of
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"copies" of people with those planets where people have already appeared. Further, communities of
these, some kind of "transit" people could gradually go up to the stage, at least of local civilizations,
reminding the current civilization, and then these civilizations were falling apart for internal reasons,
of course, if previously they were not being exposed to the most powerful natural disasters.

Thus, similar civilizations on Earth during hundred millions years quite could be emerged,
developed and decayed according to internal or external causes. But not everything can disappear
without leaving a trace. Some artifacts have been preserved and most authentic artifacts are presented
in numerous sources, and even are exhibited in museums. It is possible to get acquainted with
much more extensive collection of different artifacts in my book: Nizovtsev Yu. M. Our true life is
endless. Chapter 6. 2016. [Electronic resource]. Access mode: ASIN: B01M1OJ041, Amazon. Yury
Nizovtsev.

In our opinion, with emergence on Earth of Homo sapiens could well be a situation where a
highly technological civilizations and semi-wild communities of people passing the initial stage of
the organization existed in different regions of Earth in parallel.

After ruin of the last technological civilization about twelve thousand years ago, the survived
"transit" representatives of this civilization have mixed up with natives gradually, having lost bases
of the culture and the technologies, but nevertheless having kept partially something from them.
Otherwise it is difficult to explain the sudden socio-cultural and to some extent a technological leap
in Egypt, Mesopotamia, India, fast formation of the states, construction of the cities, temples, use of
the complex irrigational, astronomical constructions, etc.

Besides representatives of the "antediluvian" technological civilization and primitive people
like the Cro-Magnons, other communities of Homo sapiens could be in the same interval of time on
Earth. It could be just those quite reasonable beings whom evolutionists refer to the candidates to
the ancestors of modern humans. They included also, in particular, in their number of Neanderthals.
It is now recognized that Neanderthals gradually disappeared, partly having mixed up with the Cro-
Magnons.
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